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FISCAL SUMMARY

ESTIMATED NET EFFECT ON STATE FUNDS

FUND AFFECTED FY 2002 FY 2003 FY 2004

All Funds (Unknown) (Unknown) (Unknown)

General Revenue (More than $40,000) (Unknown) (Unknown)

Insurance Dedicated $0 to $10,000 $0 $0

Total Estimated 
Net Effect on All
State Funds* (UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN)

*Expected to exceed $100,000 annually.

ESTIMATED NET EFFECT ON FEDERAL FUNDS

FUND AFFECTED FY 2002 FY 2003 FY 2004

Federal $0 $0 $0

Total Estimated
Net Effect on All
Federal Funds* $0 $0 $0

*Unknown revenues and expenditures annually and would net to $0.

ESTIMATED NET EFFECT ON LOCAL FUNDS

FUND AFFECTED FY 2002 FY 2003 FY 2004

Local Government (UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN)

Numbers within parentheses: ( ) indicate costs or losses.
This fiscal note contains 11 pages.
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FISCAL ANALYSIS

ASSUMPTION

Officials from the Department of Insurance, the Department of Conservation, and the
Department of Mental Health assume this proposal would not fiscally impact their agencies.

Missouri Consolidated Health Care Plan (HCP) officials state modifications available under
this proposal are:
A Adding the definition of "clean claim" to 376.383 RSMo. 
A Until April 1, 2002, carriers may return or hold a claim and request additional
information necessary to determine if all or part of the claim would be a covered benefit.
A On or after April 1, 2002, carriers would be required to provide a complete description of
the additional information or documentation necessary to process the entire claim as a "clean
claim".  
A Allow carriers to accrue interest due a member until the amount exceeds $5.
A On or after April 1, 2002, health care professionals would use the HCFA 1500 universal
form.
A A health carrier would permit:  

A Non-participating healthcare professionals up to one year after the date of service
to file a claim.

A Participating healthcare professionals up to six months after the date of service to
file a claim.

A Any health carrier could not request a refund or offset against a claim more than twelve
months after the paid date except for fraud and misrepresentation.
A Issue a confirmation notice to healthcare professionals of receipt of an electronically filed
claim.
A On or after January 1, 2003, all claims would be submitted in standard electronic format.  

HCP states the fiscal impact of the proposal would: 1) allow carriers to accrue interest until the
amount payable reaches five dollars may save the plans some administrative costs, but the
savings should be minimal; and 2) allow non-participating healthcare providers up to one year to
file a claim may not add any additional costs.  HMOs do not cover claims out of the network
unless prior approval was granted.  The POS and PPO plans allow out of network coverage but
the member bears a larger portion of the cost.  Therefore, they are encouraged to stay in the
network.  But allowing participating providers up to six months to file a claim may hamper the
plan's ability to estimate the premium for the next year.  The plans may rely on older data to
determine their premium or may inflate their premium to protect themselves against unknown
costs.  This cost, however, is too difficult to determine.  There may also be some additional cost
for all providers to submit claims electronically.

Oversight assumes that participating providers would not wait six months to file a claim with a
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ASSUMPTION (continued)

plan.

HCP officials also state this proposal would provide for the following:

1.  Would add "insurance company and health service corporation to the definition of managed
care organizations under 198.530 RSMo.  This provision does not have a fiscal impact on HCP.

2.  Would amend 354.603 1(3) RSMo.  Health carriers would not be allowed to request the
provider's tax returns as a means of monitoring the provider's financial stability.  The health
carrier may request audited financial statements under certain conditions.  Since this only
modifies the plan's current ability to continue monitoring providers, this provision does not have
a fiscal impact on HCP.

3.  Would amend 354.618 RSMo to allow open access to participating obstetricians and
gynecologist at all times.  Allowing obstetricians and gynecologist to participate as PCPs should
have little fiscal impact.  However, having direct access to specialty services provided by
obstetricians and gynecologist could have an unknown fiscal impact.

4.  Would amend 376.383 RSMo.  After April 1, 2002, health carriers would be required to 
process a claim or part of the claim if the necessary information is available for processing.  If a
portion of the claim requires additional information, the health carrier can request specific
information.  This revision would also allow health carriers to combine interest payments and
make payments once the aggregate amount reaches five dollars.  The fiscal impact is hard to
evaluate.  Health carriers may now use the "claim holding time" as an investing period for their
funds.  Requiring the health carrier to process any payable portion of the claim may reduce the
time available to invest their funds thus reducing their investment income.  On the other hand,
the health carriers may save money (lower printing cost, mailing costs, etc) if they are able to
hold any interest payments until the aggregate amount reaches five dollars.  However, it is
difficult to determine if these two impacts would offset each other.

5.  Would amend 376.383 RSMo by allowing enrollees the right to file civil action.  The court
may award damages of $50 per day beginning the 10th day following the date interest becomes 
due.  As with any other product or service, the right to file civil suit increases costs.  The health
carriers may try to recoup the litigation costs by increasing premiums.  However, the fiscal
impact is unknown.

6.  Would create 376.384 RSMo which would:  
A Permit providers to file confirmation numbers of certified services and claims in the same
manner and format
A Allow providers up to one year after service has been rendered to file a claim.
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ASSUMPTION (continued)

A Be effective January 1, 2003, health carriers would be required to accept claims
electronically in a format specified by the Department of Insurance.
A Health carriers, within 24 hours of receiving an electronic claim, would provide a
confirmation number.
A Health carriers would accept all codes used in submitting the claims.  The Department of
Insurance is to promulgate rules establishing and approving the codes.
A Any contract negotiations effective after this proposal would provide a current fee
schedule for provider reimbursement and provide a 30-day notice of any modifications to the fee
schedule.
A Health carriers could not request a refund from providers on a claim after twelve months
of payment unless it is found to be a fraudulent or misrepresented claim.  
A Health carriers would be required to provide an electronic provider directory through the
internet.
A Health carriers wold inform enrollees of any denials for health services request.
A Effective July 1, 2002, health carriers would provide to the enrollees an insurance card
with the telephone number for the plan, prescription drug information and a brief description of
the plan type.  Cards would be reissued upon any change to the benefits or coverage that is listed
on the card.

HCP states that most of these provisions are already available through their plans. Most health
carriers are capable of accepting and processing electronically filed claims.  HCP's current
carriers have internet sites available providing provider and formulary information.  The carriers
may need to modify the information on the health insurance cards slightly, but, again, most of the
information listed is currently available on our member's cards.  The cards indicate what the
office, specialist, and pharmacy copayments are for HMO members.  

Where the carriers may see an increase in cost would be the areas of uniformed procedures for
confirmation numbers, accepting any coding approved by the Department of insurance, notifying
the enrollee of any denied request for health services and allowing providers up to one year to file
claims.  The carriers may need to upgrade their computer systems to allow for uniformed 
confirmation numbers and to accept any medical code submitted by the provider as approved by
the Department of Insurance.  Allowing providers up to one year to file claims may prohibit the 
plans from accurately establishing their rates for the next year.  The plans rely on timely claims
data to establish the rates necessary to remain profitable.  If providers would be allowed up to
one year to file claims, the carriers may artificially inflate the premiums to absorb any late or
unexpected expense.  All of these expenses combined may exceed $100,000.  

7.  Would amend the new born child language in 376.406 RSMo.  If the health carriers require an
application to add a new born and the enrollee has notified the health carrier either orally or in
writing, the health carrier would provide all forms and instructions necessary to enroll the new
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ASSUMPTION (continued)

born.  The health carrier would allow an additional 10 days from the date the forms and
instructions were provided in which to enroll the new born child.  Currently carriers are required
to automatically cover a newborn child from the moment of birth.  Carriers may request
application and premium for coverage to extend beyond the 31 days after the date of birth.  Since
carriers are required to cover all newborns at birth, the extension of an additional 10 days to
enroll is not anticipated to dramatically increase costs.
 
8.  Would create 376.419 RSMo addressing the held harmless agreements.  The first provision
states the provider assumes sole liability in the provision of health care.  Also, any contract
between the provider and health carrier would include a clause that states each party "shall be
responsible for any and all claims, liabilities, damages or judgements which may arise as a result
of its own negligence or intentional wrongdoing."  Each party would hold harmless and
indemnify the other party of the above-mentioned liability that results because of their
negligence.  Health carriers are currently liable for their own actions.  Therefore, this provision
would not impact HCP.

9.  Would amend 376.893 and 376.895 to require health carrier to issue cards to both parents in
cases of divorced or legally separated parents.  Issuing a duplicate card would increase the plan's
cost, but the cost should be minimal.

10.  Would add "or prescription medications" to the definition of health care services in 376.1350
RSMo.  No fiscal impact is anticipated.

11.  Would add language under 376.1361 that would require a health carrier to notify the
provider, pharmacist and enrollee when a non-formulary drug is approved under certain
conditions.  This provision may increase the carrier's mailing and printing costs.  However, the
cost should not be too substantial.  

12.  Would add another criteria for health carriers to retract authorization of a service under
376.1361 RSMo.  Plans would not be allowed to retract authorization of services after the
services have been provided unless, in addition to the current provisions, the covered person's 
coverage has exceeded such person's lifetime maximum.  Since the member is not eligible for
benefits after exceeding their lifetime maximum, there is no fiscal impact.

13.  Would create 376.1405 RSMo, which standardizes the explanation of benefits and requires
the carriers to have their formulary list on the internet by January 1, 2004.  This provision may
create additional administrative costs for the plans, which may be passed along in the premiums. 
However, any impact should be minimal.
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ASSUMPTION (continued)

14.  Would create 376.1406 RSMo, which standardizes the referral forms used by the providers.
This provision may create additional administrative costs for the plans, which may be passed 
along in the premiums.  However, any impact should be minimal.

15.  Would create 376.1408 RSMo, which would instruct the Department of Insurance to develop
a task force to develop the standardized forms and procedures mentioned in 376.1405 and
376.1406 RSMo.  This provision does not fiscally impact HCP.

The unknown costs, such as litigation, limit our ability to determine the exact impact. Overall,
the fiscal impact of this entire bill would exceed $100,000.

Officials from the Department of Social Services - Division of Medical Services (DMS) state
they would be affected by this proposal because it administers a managed care program which
contracts with health maintenance organizations (HMOs) for the purpose of providing health care
services through capitated rates.  These HMOs would be subject to the regulations in this
proposal.  DMS assumes that any additional costs incurred by managed care contractors because
of mandated Federal or State laws would have an effect on the administrative costs included in
future bids with the Medicaid program.  The cost impact to DMS would be incurred when
managed care contracts are rebid.  The fiscal impact is unknown but greater than $100,000.

DOS also states there would be no fiscal impact to the Division of Medical Services because of
the language regarding open access to OB/GYM’s.  DOS states that section 354.618.3
specifically states that “Any health benefit plan provided pursuant to the Medicaid program shall
be exempt from the requirements of this section.”

DOS assumes that written notice can be in electronic format.  However, if the assumption is
incorrect and DOS would be required to send written notice for denied claims there would be an
increase in administrative costs.

DOS states section 376.1408 section 1 would require managed care organizations to allow
enrollees the right to select a long-term facility with same religious orientation as demonstrated
by the enrollees.  If there is not a long-term care facility in the network, the managed care
organization must provide the enrollee the option to receive care from an out-of-network
provider with conditions.  The reimbursement would be mandated to be at the rate of 
reimbursement consistent with the carrier’s contract with HCFA for long-term care.  Currently,
the health plans use long-term care facilities as step down care from hospital care.  DOS assumes
that there would be a decrease in long-term care usage because of the mandatory reimbursement
rate.  Therefore, hospital care usage would increase.  DOS states this would have a fiscal impact
on the contract rates with the managed care organizations.
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ASSUMPTION (continued)

DOS assumes there would be no fiscal impact in FY 2002 and the fiscal impact for FY 2003 and 
FY 2004 would be unknown.

Officials from the Department of Public Safety - Missouri State Highway Patrol did not
respond to our fiscal impact request.

Department of Transportation (DHT) officials state the Highway and Patrol Medical Plan is
not included in the definition used for managed health care or health carrier in the statutes;
therefore, there would be no fiscal impact to DHT or the Medical Plan.

Department of Insurance (INS) officials state there may be some form filings and contract
amendments as a result of this proposal.  INS states increased revenue would be unknown but is
expected to be less than $10,000.  INS anticipates that current appropriations would be able to
absorb the expense of task force meetings, rulemaking, and filing reviews but depending on
actual expenses and workload INS may need to request an increase in appropriations.

FISCAL IMPACT - State Government FY 2002
(10 Mo.)

FY 2003 FY 2004

ALL FUNDS

Cost - All Funds
   Increased state contributions* (Unknown) (Unknown) (Unknown)

ESTIMATED NET EFFECT ON ALL
FUNDS* (UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN)

*Expected to exceed $100,000 annually.

GENERAL REVENUE FUND

Costs - Department of Social Services -
Division of Medical Services
   Increase in managed care contracts (More than

$40,000)
(More than

$40,000)
(More than

$40,000)

Costs - Department of Social Services
   Medical assistance payments* $0 (Unknown) (Unknown)
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ESTIMATED NET EFFECT ON
GENERAL REVENUE FUND* (MORE THAN

$40,000)
(UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN)

*Expected to exceed $100,000 annually.

INSURANCE DEDICATED FUND

Income - Department of Insurance
   Form filing fees $0 to $10,000 $0 $0

ESTIMATED NET EFFECT ON
INSURANCE DEDICATED FUND $0 TO $10,000 $0 $0

FEDERAL FUND

Income - Department of Social Services -
Division of Medical Services
   Medicaid reimbursements More than

$60,000
More than

$60,000
More than

$60,000

Income - Department of Social Services
   Medicaid reimbursements Unknown Unknown Unknown

Costs - Department of Social Services -
Division of Medical Services
   Increase in managed care contracts (More than

$60,000)
(More than

$60,000)
(More than

$60,000)

Costs - Department of Social Services
   Medical assistance payments (Unknown) (Unknown) (Unknown)

ESTIMATED NET EFFECT ON
FEDERAL FUND* $0 $0 $0

*Unknown revenues and expenditures annually and would net to $0.
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FISCAL IMPACT - Local Government FY 2002
(10 Mo.)

FY 2003 FY 2004

LOCAL POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS

Costs - Local Political Subdivision
   Increased insurance contributions (Unknown) (Unknown) (Unknown)

ESTIMATED NET EFFECT ON
LOCAL POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS (UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN) (UNKNOWN)

FISCAL IMPACT - Small Business

Small businesses would expect to be fiscally impacted to the extent they may incur increased
health insurance costs due to the requirements of this proposal.

DESCRIPTION

This proposal would make various changes regarding how health carriers, providers, and their
patients interact.

PROMPT PAY - Under this proposal, a health carrier would pay a clean claim within 45 days.
The current statute does not mention the term "clean claim".  The proposal would define a "clean
claim" as a claim that has no defect or impropriety and which does not lack any required
substantiating documentation.  On or after April 1, 2002, a health carrier would request
additional information by sending a notice that additional information is needed to determine if
the claim is to be paid.  Under this proposal, a health carrier would combine interest payments
and make payment once the aggregated amount reaches five dollars.  After April 1, 2002, health
care professionals would be required to file all reimbursement claims using the HCFA 1500
universal form.  Under this proposal, health carriers would permit non-participating health care
professionals to file a reimbursement claim for a period of up to one year from the date of
service.  Participating health care professionals would have six months to file a claim for
reimbursement unless the contract between the health carrier and professional specifies a
different standard.  A health carrier would not request a refund or offset a claim more than 12
months after it has paid the claim except in cases of fraud or misrepresentation by the health care
professional.  A health carrier would issue a confirmation of receipt of an electronically filed
claim within 24 hours.  On or after January 1, 2003, all reimbursement claims would be
submitted in an electronic format consistent with federal guidelines.  Any claims filed in a
non-electronic format after this date would not be governed by the late payment provisions of
section 376.383.  This proposal would also require the director of the Department of Insurance to
appoint a task force to develop industry standards for the electronic exchange of reimbursement
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DESCRIPTION (continued)

claims,

OVERSIGHT OF PROVIDERS - A health carrier must currently maintain an adequate network
of providers and monitor their ability to provide benefits.  New language would prohibit
requiring providers to submit income tax returns, however, a health carrier may request a
financial statement if the provider received one percent or more of the carrier's total medical
expenditures (Section 354.603).  This proposal would also remove the requirement that a health
carrier monitor the financial capability of its providers. 

OB/GYN SERVICES - In certain circumstances, health carriers must currently offer an open
referral health plan.  New language would allow members to receive direct access to OB/GYNs
within the provider network.  No additional copayments should be charged for such services
unless they charged for all services in the network.

NEWBORN COVERAGE - Currently, coverage must be provided for newborns up to thirty-one
days after birth.  New language would require the health carrier to provide an enrollee with the
forms necessary to continue coverage of the child after thirty-one days, if necessary.  Ten
additional days would be allowed for the completion of such forms.  This section applies to plans
current as of August 28, 2001.

HOLD HARMLESS CLAUSES - A new section would be created to define a "hold harmless
clause" as an agreement by a health care provider to assume sole liability for services provided.
Any contract between a provider and carrier would include a clause stating their liability for
negligence or intentional wrongdoing.  Each party would hold the other party harmless against
such claims.

COBRA NOTIFICATION OF SPOUSAL COVERAGE - Currently, separated, divorced, or
widowed spouses may continue coverage of the other spouse's insurance through COBRA.
Notice would be provided by the plan to the spouse.  New language would require the notice to
include a statement that the insurer would provide both parents with coverage information on any
child covered by the policy.

This legislation is not federally mandated, would not duplicate any other program and would not
require additional capital improvements or rental space.
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